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types of schools which did in a great measure approach Lenin's
idea'of polytechnisation—the factory apprentice school, and the
peasant youth school. These had to train skilled workers out of
illiterate adolescents. Their very nature made the connection
with industry and agriculture the only way. Most of the credit
for the establishment of factory apprentice schools is due to the
Young Communist League, which almost since its inception
fought stubbornly for polytechnisation. Gradually, as economic
conditions improved and teachers were trained in Soviet training
colleges, it became possible to turn the school into a poly-
technised school. In 1930 there was held a conference on " The
Reconstruction of the National Economy and Polytechnised
Education," which was opened by Krupskaya. She stated that
the problem was to turn the mass school into a polytechnised
school in practice, not only in theory. Life and industry both
demanded this. " We must carry through a great reconstruction
of our schools."
Addressing the conference on the second day Krupskaya
insisted that their aim was not to give mechanical skill. " The
aim of polytechnisation was the all-round education of a highly
developed worker, who could at the same time be worker and
the master of industry." The narrow specialist was no use to
them. " What was wanted was to equip the great masses with
elementary industrial culture, and to arm them with a wide
polytechnised outlook, and the ability to apply their knowledge
and skill to the most varied conditions. Hitherto the qualified
worker was a man who, through years of practice,, became a
skilled craftsman with very narrow limitations. Frequently he
had no other knowledge besides that of his craft. He could not
do the simplest sum. For example, take the old builder. Often he
cannot do the simplest calculations. He has not the most ele-
mentary knowledge of geometry so necessary to his work. We
need a totally different training—one that can link up productive
labour with scientific knowledge." In her concluding speech
Krupskaya urged that polytechnisation should be discussed at
every adult education centre so that u every womaa should

